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Foundation Course -  Puppy or Junior & Adult    

Courses are held in a secure environment indoors and outdoors. The objective of the foundation course is to provide owners 
with the skills so that they can care for and train their dog to become a good family pet. This course is for puppies or dogs 
that have had little or no training. It is not suitable for dogs with behavioral problems or dogs that bark excessively. We 
accept puppies as soon as they have had their vaccinations. Dogs 8 months and over at the start of a course, will go into the 
junior and adult version of the course. By the end of the course your dog should be able to: 

· Focus on you on command 

· Understand basic obedience commands 

· Be willing to be groomed, examined and handled by various people 

· Cope with changes in circumstances and unusual events 

Owners  will know how to : 
· Recognise if their dog is ill  

· Understand how to care for their dog (physically and mentally). 

Animal Magic Dog Training courses come in a number of formats to suit you and your dog. 

Standard 10 weeks, max class size 12 dogs and 2 trainers 

Fast Track 5 weeks, max class size 6 dogs and 1 trainer 

Deluxe 5 weeks, max class size 4 dogs and 1 trainer 

Private one to one training 

Classes vary from 45 to 60 mins a session 

Obedient Family Dog 

Courses are all held in a secure area indoors or outdoors depending on the weather. This course has been designed for 
dogs and puppies who have completed our Foundation Course but need to improve  

· Concentration 

· Control 

· Calmness 

And for owners who want to improve their leadership qualities and build a stronger bond with their dog. We have designed a 
number of exercises to improve all of these attributes and to practice 

· Heelwork 

· Not jumping up 

· Coming back when around other dogs 

· Going through openings/gates  

· Being handled by other people 

· Getting in and out of cars  

·  Food manners  

Dogs who complete the course will be awarded a certificate of attainment. To come on this course your dog needs to have 
completed our Foundation Course or similar and not to have any behavioural problems such as aggression towards other 
dogs/humans or bark excessively. 



Agility with or without Flyball option. 

Courses are held indoors in winter outdoors in summer (weather permitting). 

Obedience, socialisation, jumping, obstacles and fun in one course. Dogs should only come into this class if they have 
successfully completed our Foundation course  or they have done basic training elsewhere.  

Puppy  (min 6 months) and Adult version for agility beginners. We offer the following courses depending on the age and 
experience of your dog. 

Beginners –suitable for dogs that have a good level of obedience who have never done agility.  Puppy and adult versions. 

Bronze —Suitable for dogs that can do a simple course of 5 obstacles and will progress to 10 obstacles by the end of the 
course 

Silver—Suitable for dogs that can do a moderate course of 10  obstacles and will progress to 15 obstacles by the end of the 
course. 

Gold - Suitable for dogs who can do a challenging course of 15 obstacles and will progress to 20 plus obstacles by the end 
of the course.  

Obedience On Walks and in Town—Beginners and Improvers 

Dogs are not able to transfer learning easily from one place to another that is why we have designed two courses,  

1.Obedience on walks  

2.Obedience in town  

to ensure your dog transfers all its learning from our Foundation courses to their everyday environment. Courses are held 
outdoors. The objective of the courses is to give owners control of their dogs on and off lead in a wide variety of outside 
situations in the town and the country. Dogs should only come into this course if they have successfully completed our 
Foundation course or they have done basic training elsewhere. This course focuses on dogs being relaxed and returning to 
their owners at all times. Owners are equipped with a wide range of tactics and skills to ensure that country and town walks 
with their dogs are fun, interactive  and manageable. We offer two levels of this course. 

Beginners – All skills are trained in a secure environment for obedience on walks and on lead for obedience in town. 
Improvers — All skills are practiced and improved in a semi secure environment with some off lead work at the trainers 
discretion.   
 

Find it fetch it (Gundog fun) 

 
The objective of this course is to channel the natural hunting skills of your dog, into fun gundog obedience exercises. It will 
also enable your dog  to take part in a gundog scurry at country shows. This course will improve your dogs obedience and is 
an ideal course for dogs that love to retrieve .Your dog will learn whistle signals, to stop and to return on command and to 

retrieve objects by sight and scent. Dogs coming into the Beginners class must be at least 6 months old,and have  success-
fully completed our Foundation Course or have ,a good wait, basic recall, like to retrieve We offer 2 levels of course: 
Beginners—for dogs who have done no gundog training.    
Improvers— For dogs that have completed a beginners course and want to practice their skills. 

Explorer Walks   
A trainer will guide you and your dog around some of Norfolk’s fabulous walks. These walks are designed so you can: 

· Be guided around new walks (woods, beach, heathland, towns and villages) so you build up a repertoire of interesting 

walks for you and your dog 

· Make new friends in a social situation 

· Practice heelwork (on or off lead depending on competence of dog and handler).  

 
To come on these walks your dog must be at least 8 moths old, have no behavioural issues and be able to walk for 1 to 1.5 
hrs. The walks will be on lead with the exception of dogs who hold Kennel Club Silver or have completed our Obedience on 
Walks course, these will be allowed off lead at the discretion of the trainer. Please note that no training is included in these 

walks. 



Do you enjoy training your dog then why not go that little bit further and take our assistant trainer course? The Animal Magic 
Assistant Dog Trainer Course is a practical “hands on” course with the option to take the nationally recognised Dog Training 

theory qualification from Reaseheath College. 

1.The Assistant Trainer Course consists of: 

·Pre course reading 

·Weekly Interactive workshop on dog training theory, effective communication skills, training the foundation course, health 

and safety, (weeks 1-5) 

·Weekly placement and observation in a puppy foundation course (weeks1-10) 

·Post class discussion and personal coaching 

·Homework assignments to demonstrate your understanding of learning. 

 
On successful completion of the practical course trainees will be given a Certificate of Achievement and the offer of a place as 
assistant trainer with Animal Magic Dog Club. 
 
If following the assistant trainer course you would like to work towards trainer status we suggest that you take the Reaseheath 
College Certificate of Dog Training Theory (distance learning). This is a  
nationally recognised qualification and is recognised by the Kennel Club. 
 
 


